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Translation by Damarchus Proudfoot 1880

TH E GIFT O F CHANGE

On a land of one mass, an earth of one whole, life existed. No mountain
nor river dared to separate the creatures that had since time everknown
lived in harmony.

All in one, the world lived as desert, forest, and plain on a single continent.
To be in a constant state of change, as it can no longer sustain, its mountains
rose and flattened, while its rivers slithered in new directions like the very
creatures of the land. Weather too brought the comings and goings of the
seasons.

Shifting occurred among the animals as well and they had little to
complain about. There were as many sunny days as there were rainy. Big or
small; furred, feathered, or scaled; animals had a shared skin. When they
wore this coat of flesh, they called themselves “the Commons,” and it was
used between kinds to settle conflicts that arose amongst differing groups.

Then a time for stability came. The earth was unfinished and sought
completion. No more could the seasons come and go as quickly. A mountain
altogether could be a tiresome thing to move, but if there was to be any rest
for the earth, then it would have to make the land shape more permanent.
But if there could only be one shape, then the earth had a difficult choice to
make. 

It did not wish to give up the deserts, forests, or grassy plains, but it could
not keep them on one body. Unwilling to make a sacrifice among the lands,
it used some of its rivers to break itself into regions which would then drift
apart.

The animals did not know about this decision and were therefore
separated not by kind but by perchance. Some of them did well in their
regions or learned to live in a way that the land allowed them to. Others
did not find adaptation so easily and put on their Common skins to enable
their survival. Not all creatures found the form a preferable way to survive
and went about in their flesh of fur, feathers, or scales. Then in choosing a



way by which to live, the Commons and the animals forgot each other.

Some could not remember how to become Common, while others forgot
how to become animal. Still, others saw the advantages in remembering
both forms and continued to live in a manner that would require both a
common and animal skin.

For those who did not, the gift of change was soon forgotten, never to
be relearned.

This history of Hybrids has been taken from the San Diego County Division of the Bred
HyCouncil Public Library databases and should not be distributed or re-printed without
permission from the state council department.
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Wolf Pact 
Part II

Spitting the ring of keys into his left hand, Lapidar drew himself closer to the
cell and locked his hands around separate bars in front of Achak. He leaned in to
study the sabertooth tiger carefully then pulled himself straight.

“Listen up,” Lapidar spoke in a hushed tone and dangled the keys in front of
Achak as though he wished to bargain with them. “When I let you out, you follow
me through the window and keep up. Once we're off the property, don't even think
about going your separate way. I can't tell you how many hounds Manu has after
us, so to go stray is risking your own hide. Agreed?”

Achak nodded and Lapidar pushed one of the keys through the lock. It was a
lucky guess too, as he turned the pivot over once only to hear it click on the first
try and the door was free to slide open.

In what looked like a collapse, Lapidar fell to the floor on his hands and knees,
but Achak noticed a blink later that his arms had been layered with fur and his
hands were really paws. Achak had no more than the instant to think on this as
Lapidar bounded toward the office. He peaked once out the window before
leaping through and Achak followed.

Already Achak was falling behind in the short period of playing “Follow the
Leader.” Lapidar was quicker on his feet than Achak could possibly have imagined.
However equipped with the perfect body as Achak thought himself to be, he had
taken few opportunities as a human to become much of an athlete. His lack of
endurance was beginning to show as he began to struggle with his breathing.
Although he made it his best effort to keep Lapidar in sight, he had the obstacles
of the Domestica jungle to contend with. Soon, all Achak could make out of
Lapidar was the wolf's tail dancing between the trees. Though he quickly lost out
on the visual, Achak had his keen ears to keep a sense of Lapidar's direction. 
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It amazed Achak how quickly he was adapting to his new senses. He seemed
to have a better control over his nose and ears than over any other bodily function.
His fore legs, especially, felt beyond his control, having never before used his arms
for such a purpose, except on the few occasions he had given Tehya piggy back
rides when she was younger. This was different and Achak's arms ached under the
strain. The only thing keeping him from giving into the pull on his muscles was the
amount of attention he had to divide between what he smelled and what he heard.

There was ruffling in leaves of trees and bushes all around him, the constant
crackling of brush snapping beneath his feet, and always a new scent, be it a friendly
pollen or a stench of something caged and unclean, reaching Achak's nostrils.
Only with careful deliberation could Achak avoid the distraction of one of these
aromas and keep on Lapidar's trail. It became more apparent and crucial to Achak
that he not allow his senses to wander unless he could be certain that a blind race
forward would lead him safely out of Domestica. But Achak did not have confidence
in his direction, which was proven to be less dependable as Achak stayed longer
with the chase and he had to weave at odd angles to follow Lapidar's breaking
branches. He received his largest surprise when he almost ran head long into the
railings of what must have been a larger animal confine. 

While avoiding the tangles was one thing, Achak's body and physical shape was
working against him on other levels. He supposed that being cramped in a kennel
for so many hours had taken its toll as he had been given no opportunity before
hand to stretch out his legs. But Achak did what he could under the circumstances
and, when there was not so much as a fleeting glimpse of Lapidar, Achak tweaked
his ears ahead for any sounds of panting or the thumps of paws. 

He had tried to resort to his sense of smell, but he was too overwhelmed with
keeping the oxygen in his lungs so that he could not spare a sniff for Lapidar.
When he caught a sudden whiff of dank leather and thought he had Lapidar by
the tail, by no will of his own, he was sent rolling through the tuft of the nearest
hedgerows. 

Achak hit the steel rails that were hidden behind the branches and heard a
squeal issue from the other side. Whatever it was he had startled, he doubted it
would give him trouble now that he could hear it running to the other end of the
enclosure. 

Left, right, scanning the trees around him, Achak caught sight of a bushy tail
flicking from view before realizing that his own tail was being gnawed by a set of
pointed fangs.
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By reflex alone, he kicked the muzzle of his assailant and yelped as a fresh grip

took hold around the back of his neck. Both Jacks were upon him. The one on his
back especially had a tight hold on his flesh. Forcing Achak down with its body
weight, neither fangs nor claws went unused. 

Achak had no choice but to roll with the weight and hope that one of The Jacks
would release his grip. There was no whine as his body crushed over the Jack, but
there was no getting up either. Jack Dô had used the moment to wrap around
Achak with a bear-hug which could not be so easily squirmed out of. Worse, by
rolling as he did, Achak had allowed his vulnerable chest and stomach areas to
remain in the open.

With Dô holding him down, the other was slinking around to Achak's exposed
side. Heaving in noisy intakes of breath, Jack Ék moved into sight. His pause was
brief before he began lunging toward Achak.

Spit flying Achak was surprised to see that the fangs never reached him as a
gray streak caught Ék in midair and both blurred figures were sent scrambling in
opposite directions. Before Achak could wonder where they had gone, they were
back in view and tearing at each other's flesh.

Lapidar, being of a larger size and build, appeared to hold the advantage. His
slashes had much more noticeable effects over Ék, who, when struck, would have
his head tossed to the side where his fangs were no longer of any threat. What
impressed Achak the most was the sort of grip that Lapidar could manage by
locking his jaws around any part of the jackal's body and then dragging it around
like it was nothing more than a rag doll. With one such attack, Lapidar had whirled
Ék so wildly around with his teeth that releasing his grip had forced the mutt
sidelong against the trunk of a tree.

Buying himself a few moments for Jack Ék to recover, Lapidar took on Dô who
had snagged Achak with the bear-hug. As soon as Dô saw the wolf leap, his grip
loosened around Achak, who tried tugging away before Lapidar could land on top
of the both of them. 

Three figures tumbling over one another, Achak broke free, though not without
some painful consequences clawing into his sides. The sting was crippling but not
to the extent of what Ék must have endured as he limped away from the tree. Of
a merciful mind, Achak did not pursue the injured Jack, but continued to watch
the foam and gnaws of Lapidar's fight.

Achak wanted to help but saw no opportunity to step in with Lapidar always
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on the attack. He would have let slide the idea of doubling up with the wolf, but
an unanswerable thought came to mind: where had the other Jack gone?

Two things were certain: the roots of the tree where Ék had landed were
abandoned and the jackal was no longer in sight.

Following the hedgerows that led him closer to Lapidar's scuffle, Achak saw
a distinctive tail among them and guessed where Ék must have gotten off to. He
moved in and found that shadowed amongst the leaves, the jackal had arched its
back in a sure attempt to pounce. Before Ék could launch in Lapidar's direction,
Achak leapt forward and put himself between the ambush. However, size alone
could not secure a victory for Achak. 

Ék went through with the pounce in spite of Achak having done the same thing,
which resulted in neither figure knowing how to avoid the other. Achak tried to
put as much force into his leap as Ék, but he lost as much balance in the impact as
he had intended for the Jack to lose. It was only through luck that Achak did not
experience a concussion upon landing. He got up and made many furious swipes
at Ék with his claws, but he did not dare snap out with his fangs. The thought of
taking the Jack's fur and skin into his mouth on top of Dr. Coral's earlier caution
about his two most powerful teeth being fragile did not encourage Achak to put
them to use immediately or at all, if he could avoid it. 

Of course, he did not want Ék to know that he had no intention of using his
fangs. Snapping at air, Achak could not bear the thought of holding himself back,
even if his misses were not completely intentional. Still, he felt shame in his reluc-
tance to bite down on his opponent. But the fact remained that even while in the
heat of battle, Achak did not like the idea of having to sink his teeth into the flesh
of another living being. 

All Achak could see as he snapped blindly around himself was a smear of
mangled fur. He felt dizzy and foolish and always at the receiving end of a blow.
He was losing, the word aroused his mind with a thrashing of its own. Just then,
he received the mother of all pangs to swipe across his face. He was disoriented
by the strike and probably would have been taken down had it not been for
Lapidar's intervention.

Ék was knocked aside as Lapidar stood over Achak with a vicious glint in his
eyes. He growled severely for Achak to follow and ran into the thicket. 

Achak had an easier time keeping up with Lapidar, though this was more likely
due to an intentional flagging in Lapidar's pace than an improvement in Achak's.
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All criticism aside, Achak was pleased to see that at the end of the jungle, there
was only a fence of taller steel rails that stood in their way and Lapidar had already
dug a means of going under.

Because Lapidar was no ordinary sized wolf, Achak had no problem slipping
through the hole Lapidar had dug for both of them. The problem lie ahead in
finding a safe haven when they reached the other side. They were shooting straight
down the slope of one of San Diego's many rolling hills and, as far as Achak could
tell, the greenery offered little in the way of cover or camouflage. Anyone looking
down could have spotted their location.

If Lapidar had worked out an escape route, he chose not to share that infor-
mation with Achak. However, as Achak kept speed with Lapdiar, his confidence
in the wolf grew.

This was it, Achak thought as he looked ahead at the final threshold. A train
was making its way straight into the tunnel of a hillside. Squeals and whistles issued
from its engine. There were tunnels beneath the train tracks where water run-off
could pass through and, further along, short bridges held the track level. The words
“Santa Fe” could be read from many of the freight carts. Slowly, the train appeared
to be moving along the green hillocks from a distance. 

Achak did not mind the screeches and hollers of its passing as it resounded the
cries of freedom hammering in his chest. The throbs were both painful and wel-
comed. His head might explode with the blaring noise, but his heart would burst
out of joy. 

The sight of the train brought with it numerous possibilities for escape of which
Lapidar had to choose from. Achak wondered which of the bridges and tunnels
he would choose. Only later could he come back to admit that the choice made
was the last one that he could have come to expect. It just went to show how little
Achak knew about mercenaries. Or maybe it was just the way of the Hybrid to
always choose the most lethal route.

As they approached closer to the train tracks and the oncoming engine, Achak's
relief was quickly becoming a sense of foreboding.

Louder and louder, the engine roared, filling Achak's ears with sharp pulses.
The screeching metal beneath the wheels was magnified by Achak's keen, yet
sensitive eardrums. His physical discomforts were then elevated by Lapidar's
behavior in producing the mental tension of chasing down a train.

In wolf's form, Lapidar was not running across the train tracks or under, or in
the direction of the tunnel, or any other sensible escape route. Contrary to reason,
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he was running alongside the train and looking up at the many passing cars, most
of which held storage units. Achak knew what was on his mind, but that did not
make him feel any less anxious about what they were about to do.

If Lapidar had planned this stow-away all along, the timing had been very
poorly managed as the train was quickly building up speed. With each passing
car, Achak was certain that they would not be able to hop aboard before they saw
the caboose. Achak might even welcome that outcome, if only to be spared the
leap of faith into the freight car. 

Lapidar made his assent up the slope of the tracks and, before Achak caught on
to the initiative, the wolf had disappeared inside the sliding door of an open unit.
He had made the process look too simple, which proved to be otherwise when
attempted by Achak. As he ran up the slope, Achak lost valuable timing and the
unit he was aiming for moved ahead of him. He descended the slope to regain
his distance with the car that Lapidar had boarded. 

Giving himself some leeway, Achak held off his ascent until he had spaced
himself in front of the sliding door and then charged the incline with all his might.
When he reached the top, he was again in line with the door and had only to jump
in. However, even the last hurtle had its particulars as Achak came to realize the
excruciating role that gravity had to play when he launched himself from the
ground. 

Once in the air, he had no control over the speed at which he came towards
the door. Moving at a slower speed than the actual train, Achak went halfway in
and was hit sidelong by the door, which gratefully knocked him inside the unit
instead of tumbling him down the slope.

Immediately, he heard Lapidar bark out in laughter and raised his bruised
body to see the wolf sitting against a crate as a man and watching him. Achak's
narrowed eyes met Lapidar's.

Contrary to Achak's darkened gaze, Lapidar did not share the same distain.
“Don't be too angered, kid,” he said. “I'm actually impressed you were able to board
at all.” To this, he added sincerely, “It's not in every agile being to attempt a jump
like that onto a moving train.”

Those were all the thoughts he shared before closing his eyes and taking in
deep breaths. Achak too was heavily exhausted as he found a place near the other
end of the car to sit. His legs were ready to give-way beneath him, but he did not
let them come down so easily when he knew they would cramp upon lying if he did
not loosen them with some stretches first. He envied Lapidar's sitting position,
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which Achak could not arrive at when he sat down in the typical feline manner. 

His knees always up and to the side, Achak tried to ignore the cramps that
were building around his joints and instead quieted his mind by listening to the
steady rumbling of the train beneath his paws. The vibrations were subtle enough
not to bang him around, yet strong enough to busy his mind on the various rattles
around the unit. At least the sounds and odors that surrounded the train could not
be compared to those of Domestica, and the animal kennels that included neither
baths nor sanitation. 

Achak closed his eyes and allowed himself to be gently rocked with the rhythm
of the train. It had been the longest of days for him, and trying not to think on it
too much, he could scarcely believe that only 36 hours had passed since he had
worn human flesh.

Giving his ears a twitch, Achak opened his eyes, his arrival into the present was
instigated by Lapidar's voice.

“I suppose you want an explanation? Seems only natural,” Lapidar shrugged. 

Achak kept an eye on him but did not give him any affirmations that he had
guessed right.

“I probably won't be able to answer everything that's on your mind seeing as
how you can't even speak what questions you may have, but there'll be more time
to talk once we set you right.”

Achak wagged his tail to the promise. He could not have imagined a more
welcomed response than that which assured him that he would soon be returned
to a normal life. 

Lapidar kept silent for a while, keeping one arm wrapped rather tensely around
a knee. He looked very much the part of an assassin in his corner. Not at all the
tail-wagging mutt Achak had seen in the kennel, but as a man of business, Lapidar
kept his distance.

“You'll have your human body back, yes,” he confirmed on a serious note. “But
not your life.” 

He scanned around the car for a point of reference or perhaps just for an excuse
not to meet Achak's face. 

“You're a Hybrid now and, well… I guess I can't explain the difference, but
to exist as two forms instead of one requires some changes in lifestyle, and not just
physical. That's just the surface level of what it means to be Hybrid. And while it
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may not be a requirement to utilize both forms, which is why most humans and
animals remain separate species today, in your case, your transmogrifications will
be vital if you want to keep clear of menageries like Manu's. You won't be able to
keep your species a secret, and once word gets out, you'll be popular among the
Hybrid kind. And I guarantee that your popularity will be more attributed to
animal collectors, than the regulars.”

He stared down Achak. 

“You understand what I'm telling you about your kind? You can't hope that
people will just forget about you and let you alone.

“Not even the best of us,” he said in an afterthought. “I'd even bet the bounty
on my head that the breeds coming after you will be constantly on your tail with
negotiations and bargains, none of which they'll hold up to. Oh yes, they will
resort to some desperate measures to hold you by the collar.” And there was
amusement in his words as he spoke them.

Achak didn't need a voice to ask for an explanation, Lapidar was enjoying the
subject much more than him.

“I shouldn't have to explain to you that your kind is supposed to be extinct and
that exclusiveness is going to be what lures people's interest. You're going to attract
a lot of attention, most of which will be of the unwanted kind.” 

For a lone wolf, Lapidar was quickly becoming a fast talker. It surprised Achak
to hear him ramble on a topic for so long. 

“But…” he sounded ready to end the discussion. “I don't want to get too much
into this. There are a lot of unknowns and I can't say exactly what's going to happen
when word gets around. There are a lot of other things to consider other involved
parties the Bred HyCouncil for one.” He stopped after mention of such an
organization and fixed upon Achak's clueless expression.

Sighing, he talked himself down. “I forgot how much there was to explain.” 

However, if he was as bothered by the explanations as he claimed to be, he did
not allow his frustrations to reach his tone. He was still attempting to be as soft-
spoken and light-hearted as he could with the subject. 

“My wife could probably offer a better introduction, having been through this
once herself.

“Alright,” he began again. “The Bred HyCouncil is something like a government
body that the Hybrids cooperate with or at least most of them do. Any Hybrid
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that wants to become a citizen of the United States had better register with the
Bred HyCouncil as well as obtaining his green card. Makes sense, right? We have
to answer to two governments. Do you know how many illegals would be crossing
our boarders if the Bred HyCouncil did not keep tabs on the Hybrid populace? 

“Well, you can get a sense of where I'm going and how things get complicated.
Not only do members of the Bred HyCouncil have to forge laws that will keep
Hybrids from exposing themselves to or endangering or threatening the human
public, but they also have the responsibility to see that those laws are enforced. This
means the council members are comprised of police, detectives, criminologists, as
well as the politicians and what not. The department titles… I can get into that
later.”

Lapidar made a shift that looked like he was about ready to stand up, but
decided against it.

“This train makes a stop at L.A. Union Station. It's a rough neighborhood but
the risk is probably worth the time for recovery,” he said and Achak thought he
heard him mutter something about werewolves. “Besides, I'd rather not make it
back on the first train. If Manu is keeping an eye on us, he'll have trouble following
our route if we keep switching trains.”

Achak had so far avoided thinking about their destination. It being Los Angeles,
he did know the city too well, but he was familiar with its reputation of high rises
and crowded streets. The city worried him. He could not expect to move along
unnoticed in his current state. Achak doubted the city dwellers were accustomed
to seeing big cats walk around the streets. 

Lapidar sensed Achak's doubt. “Don't look so worried. It'll be dark by the time
we get there.”

The car became quiet as Lapidar had talked about all he could of Hybrid
existence for one day. This suited Achak fine as he thought he had heard about
all he could absorb of this new world. His eyes sagged and he found it harder to
stay watching the landscapes.

As the train rumbled on, Achak lay down on his side, the one opposite of that
which he had most recently bruised against the door. 

No measurable length of time had passed before he was blinking blearily around
the empty car in an answer to Lapidar's prods and whispers.

Lapidar was directing him to the doorway which now looked like a dark curtain
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with little hole punctures that emitted light. Achak realized that they were stars.
He was even more surprised to learn that only about half of the dots belonged to
the sky and that those bundled near the bottom were city lights. 

The stars overhead began to disappear as the earthbound and artificial lighting
dominated the sky. Lapidar moved in front of the twilight in human form.
Tightening his grip on the doorframe, he stuck his head out, allowing the draft to
untidy his hair, and then pulled himself back in.

“We're coming up to the station, but prepare yourself in case we need to make
a jump.”

Achak nodded to show that he understood. Then raising his body, he began to
yawn and stretch as he had known cats to do, lowering his front and cranking up
his rear end. He paced around the car until he heard the brakes squeal and felt the
train skidding on its tracks. Looking to Lapidar, he found the man still standing
by the door and periodically glancing ahead of the train.

“It looks fairly quiet,” he said and Achak moved closer to the opening. “Must be
a slow night.”

The train was gradually losing speed as Achak saw the first of the buildings
come past.

“Don't stand in the doorway,” Lapidar cautioned. “You'll be seen.”

Light was reflecting inside the car as they passed lampposts and squat buildings.
With a long screech on its tracks, the train made a complete stop.

Lapidar popped his head out, then transmogrified. Muzzle first, then tail, he
leapt off and vanished into the shadows. Achak thought he should look around too
before going blindly into the darkness. He heard small voices a ways ahead, near
the engine, and scampered out as Lapidar had done.

Achak stumbled upon the wolf at a chainlink fence. Lapidar was already fast at
work digging a hole to pass under. Achak joined him and stuck his larger paws
into the ditch. 

The wolf growled when there was a large enough gap to move under and went
through first. 

Stiff in the legs, Achak worried that he might move too slowly, but Lapidar had
reduced the pace, making an effort to be cautious.

Dogs barked at them as they passed through run-down communities, but no
lights came on from the houses. The inhabitants were either asleep or they did not
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often respond to their watchdog alerts. A surprising amount of stragglers were
silhouetted near the houses, forcing Lapidar to cut around streets and dip into
lawns to make frequent detours.

When the blocks turned more commercial, Achak thought for sure they were
moments away from discovery. The streetlamps chased away any shadows and
cars were frequently pulling in and out of gas stations. While crossing the roads may
not have proven difficult since there was no traffic at this hour, the problem always
remained at the other end of the block where many of the bars and small markets
still appeared to be operating within their business hours. The night must still be
young, Achak concluded as he scrambled past the glass windows and doors where
he could look upon clerks and customers.

His only perchance was that the people inside had their attention elsewhere as
he passed. Lapidar, on the other hand, did not appear conscious of this concern
as he kept running along the sidewalk without a thought spared for the people
indoors. He pulled into an alley just as a young and flirtatious couple was coming
up the street toward them. The pair were too engrossed in each other to notice
the creatures that had slipped into the shadows in front of them.

The alley they had slipped into was the quietest area Achak had been since
leaving home two days before. As much as he longed for peace after having spent
his last hours in a bumpy freight car and an even longer period among the unhappy
animals kenneled in Domestica, Achak felt that the alley exceeded his ideal location
of undisturbed silence. The piles of trash bags especially gave Achak the sense that
in its shapeless form, there could be someone lurking under its heap.

Instead of being able to leave the area right away, Lapidar took his time sniffing
along the bricks and dumpsters. Before Achak could wonder what he was on about,
Lapidar lifted one of his legs and Achak turned around.

“Hey,” he heard Lapidar call him in human form. “No no, this isn't camp out,
but I'm warning you beforehand that we'll shortly be entering Hybrid territory.
I'll be able to get us a motel there, but there are certain customs or honorable
behaviors that Hybrids live by. Not that I want you seen,” he hastened to say,
“but in the event ”

Lapidar's voice was cut out by his transmogrification. His chin fell forward
and out came the snout and snarl of a wolf. When his glowing green eyes peered
upward, Achak moved aside to avoid them, but then he realized that it was not
him that Lapidar was glaring at.
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The wolf ran past Achak and took a seperate tug of fur and flesh into his mouth.

Achak was frozen in step at the sight of the two blurred figures in the heat of
battle a much more terrifying display than it had been back in Domestica. Maybe
it was the fatigue that made Achak more jumpy at this hour or maybe The Jacks
had been forced to hold back and restrain themselves from doing him too much
injury.

From what Achak could tell, Lapidar had engaged with a wolf much like
himself, only shorter, though not necessarily younger. The beast was foaming at
the mouth and making noisy wrasps when it was on the attack. Lapidar too was
behaving more rabid with a mad glint to his yellow eyes and a fang-exposing snarl
that had Achak frozen in place.

His feet unlodged only when a brisk cackle of laughter sounded from some-
where overhead. Achak found himself retreating from the dumpster, where above,
standing on the lid, was a man of his midyears. The crack of his striking voice came
from behind a gruff red beard. He had a lumberjack face that definitely looked
mishandled in the forest, with a scar that traveled from one earlobe to the innermost
corner of his eye. 

Even less flattering to his features was the way he puckered his lips, raised his
head, and gave a howl at the moon. Achak could smell the liquor and cigarette
from the wolfman's clothes. The stench almost made Achak forget about the fear.
This man stood pedestalled above Achak, looking down with the least of friendly
expressions looking hungry.

Achak heard the clatter of an aluminum can separate from any of the sparring
noises in Lapidar's direction and turned around to see three more wolves standing
by the entrance to the alley. Had the howl called them here?

They were watching Lapidar. Moving in, they began circling the fight. Achak
could not stand aside and wait as no fewer than four wolves moved around Lapidar.
He turned away from the dumpster, but the wolfman made a clearing of the throat
that kept Achak in his place. Rendered helpless, Achak began pacing the dumpster.
He watched the circle of wolves enclose the arena by which Lapidar and his
opponent would fight. 

As the brawl carried on and the wolves pacing around moved in closer, Achak
saw Lapidar get shoved into one of the barriers, which bit back and used its claws
to force Lapidar toward the center of the ring and into his opponent's ready-jaws.

Braised by the back attack, Lapidar immediately crumbled to the fresh assault
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of his opponent. The wolf came on top of him, pinning him to the ground and
relentlessly scratching at his face. 

Achak could no longer stand by and watch. He made a leap toward the center
of the ring and was dragged out by the next available barrier. It might have been
the same wolf that had disoriented Lapidar, but Achak could not be certain as his
head was banged against the pavement. He returned to his feet quickly, then down
jumped the wolfman from the dumpster, directly in front of him.

“You know the rules, kid,” he mused. “Where's your honor?”

Achak would have tossed aside the man's words and gone through with the
rescue attempt anyway, but in hearing them, they had echoed what Achak had
remembered Lapidar briefly mentioning about certain acceptable behaviors that
Hybrids lived by. He knew he would come to hate these rules, like he hated the
hypocrisy of the wolfman's gang up. Of course it wasn't fair, Achak growled to
himself, they had bullied Lapidar with a back-attack and that would not be the
last of honor codes they would breech. Yet, Achak knew he should not attack the
wolfman, at least not while he was a man. He would have to put off a fight with
the ringleader until both fighters wore their animal skins.

“Do you want to save your friend?” the wolfman taunted. Achak looked up into
his bearded face to see the sharp teeth and sallow eyes that made this man more
wolf than human. The small pupils of his eyes were fixing themselves around
Achak's own face. Their interest, from what Achak could tell, was on his fangs.

If he had figured out Achak's species, he showed no surprise over the discovery.
This concerned Achak. One thing he had hoped he could count on was that anyone
with the mishap to come across him would turn-tail and run as soon as glimpsing
his fangs. When this did not happen, Achak had to wonder what kind of beasts
would stick around to challenge a sabertooth tiger. Did they really mean to fight
him? Achak could only think that this pack of wolves was looking for a challenge,
and were hoping to have found that match in Achak. But if they only knew how he
had come to be, they would not feel so threatened by him. They might even take
pity on him. But instead, Achak was asked to do the impossible.

“Come on, kid. Stand up. Let's talk.” The pack leader was gesturing for Achak
to meet him face-to-face and bipedal.

Achak didn't know what to do. The man would surely find it offensive if Achak
did not do as he was told. Cooperation seemed like the only way of getting back to
Lapidars side, but transmogrification was out of Achak's abilities. Would he have
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to play tough guy despite it all? He could think of no other alternatives to avoiding
the issue of transmogrification. To act defiant would at least be a brave way of
going about the encounter, though it was not really a matter of foolish heroics for
Achak, it seemed like the only way for him to go.

“Well? Get up!” Robbed of his smile, the pack leader was vividly losing his
patience. All his circling minions had stopped in their tracks to watch. They moved
in closer and Achak became very uneasy, but he could give no other response than
his defiance. He looked from the three wolves approaching, then up at the pack
leader and met all of their faces. Then the most absurd idea crossed into his head. 

Given only the use of animal tongue and body language, Achak had the option
either to growl, whimper, or wag his tail.

Raising his head to the pack leader, he hung out his tongue and wagged his
tail doggy style. The grin, he found to be the hardest to control, seeing as how he
was neither dog nor sincerely happy with the situation. His nerves were more
inclined to tremble his body like a cornered rabbit. 

“What's this?” the wolfman growled, though Achak could see that he was trying
hard to hide his amusement. “What's the meaning of this, boy?! Do you dare
you mock me?”

He might have continued the outrage, but another louder crash in the alley
turned everyone's attention away. With a following of bangs and several clatters, a
wolf was thrown into the trash heap. Cardboard boxes exploded of their contents
and trash bags tumbled from their pyramid.

Before anyone could stop him, Lapidar had forced his way through the pack
and was standing between Achak and the wolfman.

Growling and threatening, Lapidar was spared from the pack by the hand and
will of their leader. The wolf from the trash heap had slumped from its pile and
staggered forward only to be halted by its master as well.

“This is interesting,” the pack leader commented. 

The companionship of wolf and sabertooth tiger was becoming more and more
awkward in Achak's mind as well.

“But come now! He's no pup. What right have you to defend him?”

Lapidar did not yield, which seemed to mystify more than upset the pack leader.

“I can keep them off so long as you humor me. But don't try my patience. If you
have something to say, then bring those human lips of yours up here and say it.”
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The growling ceased. Lapidar's fur retracted and he slowly brought himself up

from his hands and knees. This was unlike him, but Achak could see that he was
panting as he wavered for a moment in his standing. Achak could not tell whether
he was severely hurt or just swaying under the fatigue.

“No,” Lapidar breathed. “The boy is no pup. But he's no Hybrid either.”

“I said, 'Don't try me!'” he snapped. “I know a Hybrid when I see one. I can
sense a human mind behind any layer of fur or scale or feather. And this one is no
exception!” He pointed at Achak as he said this.

“Yes,” Lapidar admitted. “He's human, and I was about to tell you as much
too. I never said that he was sabertooth, you were the one who jumped to that
conclusion.”

Achak did not think it was wise to point out any of the pack leader's assump-
tions, but then this was Lapidar the man who would protest a change of contract
with Manu and then break the contract.

The pack leader was not taking Lapidar's impudence any better than Manu
would have.

“You're not making a lot of sense here.” He attempted to control his tone, but
the muscles in his face were tightening around his brows. “If he's not sabertooth
and he's not in human form, then what does that make him?”

“Human,” Lapidar said again as if that settled the matter and Achak could hear
in his voice that he was taking some amusement over the conversation. “Or at least
he would be, if he could change himself back.”

The pack leader looked ready to tear at Lapidar but remained silent and human
waiting for the rest of the explanation.

“It was an accident,” Lapidar lied. “And now the boy can't change back into his
original self. You've seen it for yourself, right? You asked him to change? I assure
you that he would have obeyed if he could. In fact,” Lapidar emphasized, “you
would have never found him in this form if he could manage any other.”

Turning his head from his minions to Lapidar with a most uncertain expression,
the pack leader looked torn between shock and amusement. In the end, he filled
the alley with a most obscene crack of mirth, barking himself hoarse. His minions
were looking undecidedly from one to the next, and shifted around in their wolf
skins wondering whether they should still have them on.

When the laughter died down, the pack leader spoke to Achak. “Is this true,
boy? Are you stuck?”
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Achak felt the heat come to his face, but nodded obligingly with Lapidar's story.

The pack leader burst out again with his crackling fit. He became up-roarious,
trying to produce more noise and hollering greater than before.

Apart from feeling the embarrassment, Achak did not think the wolfman would
buy into the story so easily. But after asking Achak whether he could transmogrify
a few more times, the pack leader gave up on the questions.

“Take a stand, boys,” he commanded and four other men stood in the wolves'
places. Three of equal height and age, and one, shorter than the rest, emerged from
the place of Lapidar's opponent. They had no color to their outfits, but wore a
common dress of gray shirt topped with a black jean jacket, and as Achak thought
about this, it made sense that they would clothe themselves in black and white
shades since as wolves, they could see no other hues.

After greeting his wolfmen, the pack leader turned around to meet Lapidar
again. “And might we meet again, lone wolf?”

Lapidar shrugged, giving out his usual lack of social exchange, except that he
offered his name. Then looking down at Achak, introduced him as well. The feelings
of danger dissipated with the introductions.

“And which werewolf bunch would you be?” Lapidar asked.

“Lunar,” the pack leader replied.

“Eclipse?” Lapidar counter-balanced and there was surprise in his voice. 

The pack leader smiled and nodded. Achak did not understand the exchange
that had been made, but made a mental note to ask about it later.

Lapidar inclined his head to the pack leader and patted his thighs for Achak
to follow. When they reached the end of the alley, he held Achak off as he peered
around the corner, his old precautions returning.

“Oi!” The pack leader halted their departure. “You knew Vargulf?”

Lapidar turned his head back to meet the werewolf once more. “No, who's
that?” he asked, but Achak was not entirely convinced of his uncertainty and by the
looks of it, neither was the pack leader.

The question hung in the air until Lapidar gave the man a final look and walked
out of the alley with Achak at his heels.

“It's Clayborn now!” The pack leader's voice followed them out of the alley.
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The streets had become deserted since their werewolf encounter and Achak

could not help but suspect that it had something to do with the Lunar pack.
Stranger still was the fact that Lapidar continued walking while in human form
and had not returned to his wolf skin. Maybe he really was badly injured, Achak
began to worry before remembering what Lapidar had told him about crossing
over into Hybrid territory. It seemed like an hour had gone by before he finally
spoke up.

“Listen, Achak.”

Hearing his name as opposed to “boy” surprised him, so he did what he was
asked.

“If you meet anymore wolves,” Lapidar warned, “wait for one of the Lunar pack
before you do anything stupid. There's at least one following behind us and I doubt
he means to attack.”

Achak wheeled around, piercing the darkness and every street corner with his
eyes.

“I'm not finished,” Lapidar snapped and Achak brought back his full attention.
“Wait here!” Lapidar indicated the nearest doorway to a closed bank, then pointed
across the way to a plain looking motel. He explained, “When I give the signal
come and meet me across the street.”

Achak nodded and backed his way into the shadows of the doorway, never
taking his eyes off Lapidar's back. He felt nervous as he found himself making
frequent glances in the direction they had come from to see about the stalking
werewolf, but always he stared down an empty walkway.

“Psst, kid!”

He nearly tore out of his skin before turning around. There, standing before
him was one of the men Achak had seen emerge from the pack. He had a long
drawn face, bonier still under his shag and the least of facial hair, though he was
not without his sideburns, which Achak was beginning to think of as a common
fashion trend among wolves.

“Here,” he said and held in his hand an offering of fair size. The bulk was
wrapped in a brown cloth. “For your friend.” The werewolf gave him a last piece
of instruction.

Achak nodded and took the gift in his mouth, careful not to rest it against his
two larger fangs.
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The werewolf walked again in his own direction and disappeared around the
street corner. It was only a few minutes longer before Achak, while watching the
other side of the street, saw Lapidar summoning him to come over.

After looking both ways, he padded across, following Lapidar who had already
turned his back and was leading the way to their motel room. He climbed the steps
to the second landing and ushered Achak around the L-shaped corner, pausing at
the second room. Holding the door open, he made Achak enter first.

Bolting the door tight, Lapidar used every lock and chain available to seal the
door. When he turned around to claim a seat on the nearest bed, Achak brought
the package over. 

“Oh great!” he snarled. “Gifts. I should have warned you not to accept any.
Though, I guess you didn't have much of a choice.” 

Unwrapping the cloth, he continued his banter. “Couldn't they wait a day or
two before making an offering? Oh how nice, a first aid kit.” And he held it up for
Achak to see. “And this is why I hate the city. Everyone's always in a rush. A rush
to go places. A rush to get married. A rush to send invitations.”

Lapidar removed his coat and Achak saw the scratches and stains that were
making him angry. Wherever there were torn shreds of material across his shirt,
dark stains appeared around the wound. It made Achak feel guilty not to have a
share of injuries and, because he could think of nothing else to make himself useful,
he went into the bathroom and brought out some complimentary towels.

“Thanks,” Lapidar muttered and, seeing Achak's welcoming swish of the tail,
decided to continue speaking in a softer tone. He pulled out an envelope from the
first aid kit and began reading its contents aloud:

“In the day there is a man. In the night there is a wolf. Where a full moon
is halfway, an eclipse overpowers. Like minutes in the hour, Earth's shadow will
devour and those whose howl remains will surely own the night.”

Lapidar stopped reading and chuckled to himself. “My aren't they swell poets!”
He looked across at Achak, who had his head tilted to one side.

“This is an invitation to join the pack,” Lapidar offered the simple explanation,
then finished reading the card silently. “Basically what this card says is 'Join us or
die.' But no worries. It's not the first one I've rejected nor death threat I've
received.”

He stuffed the card back in its envelope and began tearing it into shreds. As
Achak watched Lapidar, he could not bring himself to take the threats so lightly,
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even if Lapidar's gestures were genuine. For one thing, he had the bandaged arms
to consider. Whether or not the gashes were serious, Achak looked at Lapidar's
bare arms with all his concerns. He wanted to say how sorry he was, at least in the
case of not being much help during either scuffle with The Jacks and Lunar Pack.

“I think I would have preferred it if they had sent me a beer,” Lapidar said, not
taking his eye off his bandages as he tightened them. He spoke as if no change in
mood had come between him and Achak. “Some food wouldn't have been so bad
either, huh?” 

When he looked at Achak and found him sitting in the same spot on the carpet,
he frowned. “And will you stop looking at me like that! I'm fine.”

Achak stayed watching just long enough to see Lapidar roll his eyes, then
hopped on the second bed a more painful process than he could have imagined.
He curled himself on the bed cat-like. Each shift brought out a new ache around
his body. Sharp pangs ran through every tendon in his arms and legs. He would
have rested his chin on the bedspread if his fangs did not get in the way.

Instead, he turned his head around the room for something to watch other than
Lapidar. Without the television on, he had only a bland table with two wooden
chairs near the bathroom and framed copies of paintings by unknown artists. He
was staring into one of the framed canvases, whose garden had an archway of
cement and vines, behind which there were maze pathways of rose bushes receding
endlessly into the background. A chuckle made by Lapidar pulled Achak out of
his stupor.

“You know, I never would have believed you'd of had it in you to wag your tail
in the face of the pack leader OF A WEREWOLF CLAN.”

Achak remained still and Lapidar did not give up on him.

“But seriously, we can start transmogrification lessons tomorrow. And if you
speak like you do rebel, I can't wait to hear the first words out of your mouth.”
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